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BOB COHEN IS NOT A HOUSEHOLD NAME in the world of psychedelic concert-poster collecting, like 

his partner Chet Helms is. But oh, was he there, and oh, was he important. Mr. Cohen was simply the 

co-owner, co-manager and sound engineer for the Family Dog, the San Francisco concert promoter that 

ran neck-and-neck with Bill Graham from the outset - early 1966 - until the company’s demise in late 1968. 

In other words, when the scene was all fresh, new and exciting. 

“I was the sound man and the stage manager,” Cohen tells Heritage. “I mixed the sound, the monitors and 

the PA, and recorded the show. All at the same time.” Cohen’s tapes have been used for official live releases 

by the Grateful Dead, Janis Joplin, the Oxford Circle and Commander Cody.

But that was on the weekends. During the week, Cohen had another duty. The Family Dog was, after all, 

quite a small company. “I was very instrumental in the posters,” he says. “My job was to get the original 

artwork from the artist and get it over to the printer in time so the poster would be ready at least four or 

five days before the show. I would also determine how many we should print.”

Cohen even lent a hand to finishing off some of the Dog’s beloved posters. “Sometimes I’d go to the artist 

to pick it up and they weren’t even finished yet,” he says, laughing. “I’d have to sit there and help them.” In 

what way? “Opaquing different color layers. They’d tell me, ‘Take this area over here and opaque it in.’ This 

was the end of the job, and they were making the color separations. I’d just do what they told me to do.”

But Mr. Cohen had never fully broken out his paper archives and art portfolios full of posters, paperwork 

and ephemera until Heritage first visited his Bay-Area house late last year. And what a fun and impressive 

trip down memory lane those portfolios contained. You see the best of it in these pages, and in Sunday’s 

internet-only auctions. The super-rare FD-1 and FD-2 pre-concert first printings, the former having been 

used as note pads on the verso once the concert had passed. Several other first printings of the earliest 

dance-concert posters are here, including the famed FD-26 Grateful Dead “Skeleton & Roses” poster. And 

even a second printing of that poster with only the blue color. Amazing!

Cohen recalls that all the earlier titles were initially printed just as advertising pieces. Then the light bulb 

went off, a new collecting hobby was born and the company found itself in lockstep with Bill Graham’s firm 

over at the Fillmore. 

“We were doing two things at the same time,” is the way Cohen puts it. “I was reordering the early ones, 

which we only made 200-500 copies of so they ran out almost immediately, and then I was also upping the 

first-printing quantities as the shows went on. At one point in 1968, we were ordering 5,000 posters on the 

first run. 

“But in the earliest days, we just didn’t know. Who knew? I only needed enough posters to post around 

in stores and on telephone poles to advertise the show; it was the only advertising we did. There wasn’t 

any business of selling posters yet. I’d say by July or August of ’66 we’d started ordering larger amounts, 

because we were starting to sell posters to poster stores. We were getting calls and letters from head 

shops all over the United States wanting to know if they could get some more posters. There wasn’t any 

real science to it; whatever we were short on, we re-ordered.”

Chet Helms initially enlisted Cohen mostly for his sonic capabilities and experience with hi-fi equipment. 

In early 1966, just before things got rolling, Cohen actually worked for promoter Graham first. “Chet 
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introduced me to Bill Graham,” he recalls. “So then I became the sound man for the Fillmore Auditorium. So 

one week at the Fillmore it was a Bill Graham show, the next week a Family Dog show. I did about three or 

four of those, until Chet decided he wanted his own place. He found the Avalon Ballroom and asked me to 

go with him exclusively. I think I had been at the Fillmore for two months.” 

Cohen recalls his weekend experiences doing the Family Dog dance-concerts for over 2 ½ years. “There 

were three bands doing two sets each, between 8 and 2 in the morning,” he tells Heritage. “That’s six sets. 

My job was to get them on & off so that we could get everybody in. If it was someone like the Grateful 

Dead playing, they would never stop! They’d be in a groove, playing along, and I’d be like, ‘Um guys, you 

gotta get off, the next band’s gotta get on.’” How did you stop them? “Hand signals, and then threatening 

to cut the sound off,” he says with a laugh.

Cohen’s favorite part was recording the shows, but not every one. “I only recorded the shows I thought 

were going to be good,” he says. “Tape was expensive. Sometimes the ones I didn’t record were really 

amazing, and I was really upset that I didn’t record it. In retrospect, I should have recorded everything.”

One of Cohen’s favorite stories involved seeing the Doors for the first time at the Avalon, in March of 1967. 

Elektra Records had released the group’s first single, “Break on Through,” and their self-titled first album, 

but neither were on Billboard’s charts yet, and they were third-billed. He didn’t bother rolling tape, and the 
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band was spectacular, just blew him away. So he rolled tapes the second night, and the Doors were awful, 

with Jim Morrison all but incoherent. “Only a couple of songs were useable,” Cohen laments. “I sure wish I 

had taped the first night.”

After the Family Dog closed in late 1968, Cohen got rehired by the firm’s new Great Highway enterprise, 

which ultimately fizzled. “That lasted for less than a year,” he says. “Then I started Bob Cohen Sound and I 

contacted the bands and said, ‘I’m available and I can do the sound for you.’ And they all knew me from the 

Avalon, so they wrote me into their contracts. I was then doing the sound for about 15 bands.”

And then… Altamont. That’s right, Cohen was enlisted by the organizers of this disastrous show in December 

1969 to set up sound, but he didn’t have enough equipment. Turns out, nobody did. “No sound company 

singularly had enough equipment to do the show,” he recalls. “I did the whole left side… all of stage left. The 

whole stack of speakers.” Somebody else did the right side, but at the end of the day, the concert’s sound was 

the last thing on anybody’s mind. 

So Mr. Cohen’s life and career is full of experiences and memories that most of us can only wistfully dream 

of. He was at the right place at the right time, and did a great job. And rubbed elbows with all of our musical 

heroes. So… why is he parting now with all of his prized paper mementos?  

“You spend your whole life collecting this stuff, and then you eventually realize you have to get rid of it 

all,” he muses. “I’m just [planning ahead] about what happens at the end of my life. My kids don’t want it, 

or maybe just one poster, so I gave them a second printing. Otherwise, time for somebody else to enjoy all 

these.”

Thank you, Bob; enjoy them, we certainly will.

Pete Howard, Consignment Director 

Heritage Auctions, Entertainment & Music
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